Introduction
n Network service providers focus on the survivability of their networks. n Customers have demanded higher service availability for both voice and data traffic. The ability of a system/network to be maintained in the work state for a failure scenario.
n Availability (A) ¡ The probability that a system/network is in the working state at some time in the future.
n Unavailability (U) ¡ The probability that a system/network is in the failed state 
BLSR Architectures n
When the failure occurs, the node that is adjacent to the failure performs loopback onto reserved protection channels. Ring-based Mesh Networks Conclusion n Ring-based mesh networks provide higher service availabilities than point-to-point-based mesh networks. n Span-protection links increase the service availabilities only in point-to-point-based mesh networks, not in ring-based mesh networks. n Optimal service availabilities can be sufficiently realized with two -fiber ring-based mesh networks and the implementation of interconnection node protection.
